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ABSTRACT

The human papillomavirus (HPV) major structural protein L1 composes capsomers that are linked together through interac-
tions mediated by the L1 C terminus to constitute a T�7 icosahedral capsid. H16.U4 is a type-specific monoclonal antibody rec-
ognizing a conformation-dependent neutralizing epitope of HPV thought to include the L1 protein C terminus. The structure of
human papillomavirus 16 (HPV16) complexed with H16.U4 fragments of antibody (Fab) was solved by cryo-electron micros-
copy (cryo-EM) image reconstruction. Atomic structures of virus and Fab were fitted into the corresponding cryo-EM densities
to identify the antigenic epitope. The antibody footprint mapped predominately to the L1 C-terminal arm with an additional
contact point on the side of the capsomer. This footprint describes an epitope that is presented capsid-wide. However, although
the H16.U4 epitope suggests the presence of 360 potential binding sites exposed in the capsid valley between each capsomer,
H16.U4 Fab bound only to epitopes located around the icosahedral five-fold vertex of the capsid. Thus, the binding characteris-
tics of H16.U4 defined in this study showed a distinctive selectivity for local conformation-dependent interactions with specific
L1 invading arms between five-fold related capsomers.

IMPORTANCE

Human papillomavirus 16 (HPV16) is the most prevalent oncogenic genotype in HPV-associated anogenital and oral cancers.
Here we use cryo-EM reconstruction techniques to solve the structures of the HPV16 capsid complexes using H16.U4 fragment
of antibody (Fab). Different from most other antibodies directed against surface loops, H16.U4 monoclonal antibody is unique
in targeting the C-terminal arm of the L1 protein. This monoclonal antibody (MAb) is used throughout the HPV research com-
munity in HPV serological and vaccine development and to define mechanisms of HPV uptake. The unique binding mode of
H16.U4 defined here shows important conformation-dependent interactions within the HPV16 capsid. By targeting an impor-
tant structural and conformational epitope, H16.U4 may identify subtle conformational changes in different maturation stages
of the HPV capsid and provide a key probe to analyze the mechanisms of HPV uptake during the early stages of virus infection.
Our analyses precisely define important conformational epitopes on HPV16 capsids that are key targets for successful HPV pro-
phylactic vaccines.

Human papillomavirus (HPV) infections continue to be a sig-
nificant health burden in patient populations (1, 2). Al-

though commercial vaccines targeting the viral capsid proteins
have been applied successfully to protect against high-risk HPV,
the efficacy of vaccines is genotype specific, and vaccines provide
little therapeutic benefit against existing infections (3). Under-
standing the antigenic nature of the HPV capsid offers an oppor-
tunity to discover structural features that are crucial to capsid
integrity and conserved across species. Panels of monoclonal an-
tibodies and mutational analyses have helped to define several
antigenic epitopes (4–10); however, determining the conforma-
tional epitopes on the capsid surface requires structural analyses,
which can be accomplished by cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-
EM) technology. Since the HPV life cycle depends on the differ-
entiation of keratinocytes, it is difficult to purify high-titer virus
stocks for structural studies. Virus-like particles (VLPs) that are
devoid of viral genome (11) have been used successfully for
structural studies (8, 12, 13), whereas both pseudovirus (PsV)
and quasivirus (QV), which contain expression plasmid DNA
(14, 15), have been used for structural studies and infectivity
assays (9, 10). For the work presented here, quasivirus has been
used throughout.

Papillomaviruses form a nonenveloped T�7 icosahedral cap-

sid that is �55 to 60 nm in diameter and contains a circular dou-
ble-stranded DNA (dsDNA) genome of 8 kb. The capsid is com-
prised of 360 copies of the L1 major structural protein and an
uncertain number of the L2 minor structural protein (15, 16). Five
copies of the L1 protein intertwine to form each capsomer, and 72
capsomers interact to constitute a capsid. Twelve capsomers lie on
an icosahedral five-fold vertex and are referred to as pentavalent
capsomers, whereas the remaining 60 capsomers are each sur-
rounded by six other capsomers and referred to as hexavalent
capsomers. The C terminus of each L1 protein, called the C-ter-
minal arm, extends along the capsid floor to interact with the
neighboring capsomer before returning to the original donor cap-
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somer (9, 17, 18). Intercapsomer disulfide bonds are formed be-
tween cysteine C428 and C175, which stabilize the icosahedral
structure and play an important role in virus maturation (18, 19).
The core of the capsomer is composed of the common viral struc-
tural motif, the antiparallel �-strands BIDG and CHEF (20).
Nearly all known conformational epitopes are located on one or
more outwardly facing surface-exposed loops that connect the
�-strands (21).

We recently reported a cryo-EM study of four different neu-
tralizing monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) that interact with the hu-
man papillomavirus 16 (HPV16) capsid (10). Monoclonal anti-
bodies H16.V5, H16.1A, H16.14J, and H263.A2 examined in the
previous study all target conformational epitopes located on com-
binations of the apical surface-exposed loops of L1 proteins. How-
ever, a novel neutralizing monoclonal antibody, H16.U4, gener-
ated against HPV16 L1 VLP in an earlier study (22) bound capsids
differently (21, 23), albeit with a weaker neutralizing ability (13,
21, 23–25) than those of the four previously studied MAbs. A
mutational analysis mapped the binding site of H16.U4 to amino
acids 427 to 445 of the C-terminal arm of L1 in the canyon be-
tween capsomers (21). Additional studies with H16.U4 revealed
novel observations of the cellular mechanisms involved in HPV
infection (4, 21, 25, 26). For example, H16.U4 blocks cellular at-
tachment and neutralizes VLP and pseudovirus with different ef-
ficiencies.

Here we present a cryo-EM structure of HPV16 quasivirus
complexed with H16.U4 antibody fragments (Fabs) at 12-Å reso-
lution (see Fig. 1). H16.U4 Fab molecules bound around the pen-
tavalent capsomers at each of the icosahedral five-fold vertices of
the capsid. Fitting the atomic structures of the HPV16 L1 cap-
somer and a Fab variable domain into the cryo-EM complex map
identified the conformational epitope. The antibody binding site
was comprised predominately of the single invading C-terminal
arm connecting each of the hexavalent capsomers related by ico-
sahedral five-fold symmetry. Specifically, the epitope was made up
of C-terminal residues 428.CYS, 429.GLN, and 430.LYS. How-
ever, the epitope also included an L1 211.THR from the side of the
participating hexavalent capsomer. Combined with previous
studies, our findings suggest that H16.U4 may neutralize HPV16
by sterically blocking the attachment of an initial cellular receptor
that binds around the icosahedral five-fold vertex. In addition,
this work illustrates functional differences between hexavalent
and pentavalent environments in the capsid due to quasiequiva-
lence.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of HPV16 quasivirus (QV16). QV16 particles are comprised
of HPV16 L1 and L2 proteins and encapsidate a cottontail rabbit papillo-
mavirus genome (CRPV) containing the simian virus 40 (SV40) origin of
replication. QV16 was prepared as described previously (27–29). Briefly,
HPV16 sheLL plasmid (kindly provided by John Schiller, NIH) was trans-

fected together with linear CRPV and SV40 origin (SV40ori) DNA into
293TT cells and prepared as described previously (15, 30). QVs were al-
lowed to mature overnight and then pelleted by centrifugation. The cen-
trifuged pellet was resuspended in 1 M NaCl– 0.2 M Tris (pH 7.4). After
CsCl gradient purification, the lower band was collected, concentrated,
and dialyzed against phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), as described previ-
ously (9). The concentrated QV16 particles were applied to Formvar-
coated copper grids, stained with 2% phosphotungstic acid, and analyzed
for integrity and concentration on a JEOL JEM 1400 electron microscope.

Preparation of antibody and Fabs. H16.U4 antibody was generated in
BALB/c mice as described previously (22, 31). Hybridomas were accli-
mated to animal-component-free medium (BD), and supernatant was
purified on protein A or G columns (Pierce). Fab was prepared by diges-
tion with papain in the presence of cysteine (Pierce). The purity of the Fab
was assessed by the lack of the fragment crystallizable (Fc) portion, and the
integrity of the Fab was determined in an ELISA (enzyme-linked immu-
nosorbent assay). Antibody and Fab protein concentrations were deter-
mined by absorbance spectrometry at a wavelength of 280 nm.

Sequencing of H16.U4 antibody heavy and light chains. The hybrid-
oma cells were pelleted by centrifugation, and RNA was extracted using
TRIzol reagent (Life Technologies). cDNAs were synthesized from treated
RNA with the RevertAid first strand cDNA synthesis kit (Thermo Scien-
tific). The cDNAs were used as a template for PCR and amplified using Pfu
Turbo DNA polymerase (Agilent) or Choice Taq DNA polymerase (Den-
ville). PCR amplification used primers previously described by Wang et al.
(32). Immunoglobulin heavy chains were amplified using the isotype-
specific constant region 3= primer and two highly degenerate 5= primers.
The light chains were amplified using the 3= degenerate kappa chain con-
stant region primer and the 5= kappa chain framework one region univer-
sal degenerate primer. Prior to sequencing, PCR products were purified
using the QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen). The same primers
used for PCR amplification were also used as sequencing primers to ob-
tain initial sequences. Resolution of the 5= and 3= ends of the sequence
required sequence-specific primers.

Cryo-electron microscopy. HPV16 was incubated with 4 Fab mole-
cules per every predicted 360 binding sites for 1 h at room temperature
and concentrated to 1.2 mg/ml in PBS buffer. An aliquot of 3 �l of virus-
Fab complex was vitrified on Quantifoil holey carbon support grids
(Quantifoil, Jena, Germany) that was plunged into liquid ethane using a
Cryoplunge 3 (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA). Low-dose conditions were used to
record digital images on an Ultrascan 4000 charge-coupled-device (CCD)
camera (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA) in a JEOL 2100 LaB6 cryo-EM micro-
scope (JEOL, Peabody, MA) operating at 200 kV and equipped with a
Gatan 626 cryo-holder. A sample of HPV quasivirus alone was processed
and vitrified in a similar method. The recorded CCD data for HPV16 and
HPV16-U4 complexes had calibrated pixel sizes of 1.48 Å/pixel and 2.33
Å/pixel, nominal magnifications of �80,000 and �50,000, and defocus
ranges of 0.84 to 3.05 �m and 1.60 to 5.43 �m (Table 1), respectively.
RELION, AUTO3DEM, and EMAN2 program suites were used for all
image processing and three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions (33–35).
After the U4 binding site was discovered to map to the epitope surround-
ing the five-fold vertex, subsequent assays used an excess of two Fab mol-
ecules for each binding site of 60 binding sites.

Icosahedral reconstruction. Virus-Fab complexes were selected from
micrographs and used for calculating 3D reconstructions (Table 1). Semi-

TABLE 1 Cryo-EM image reconstruction data

Virus
No. of
micrographs

Defocus level
range (�m)

No. of particles

Final
resolution (Å)

Selected from
micrograph

Selected for
reconstruction

HPV16 297 0.84–3.05 1,895 1,718 13
HPV16-U4 151 1.60–5.43 5,806 2,960 12

HPV16-U4 Complex Map Reveals the Epitope
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automatic particle selection was performed using EMAN2’s e2boxer.py to
obtain the particle coordinates, followed by particle extraction, lineariza-
tion, normalization, and apodization of the images using RELION (ver-
sion 1.3-beta) (33, 35). Contrast transfer function parameters were
estimated using CTFFIND3 (36). All two-dimensional (2D) and 3D clas-
sifications and refinements were performed using RELION. Particle selec-
tion used 25 iterations of reference-free 2D class averaging with 20 classes
and 57 classes for the HPV16 data set and HPV16-U4 data set, respec-
tively, and 25 iterations of the 3D classification with three classes and
seven classes for the two data sets, respectively. The final refinement for
the HPV16 and HPV16-U4 complex contained 1,718 and 2,960 particles,
respectively. The initial model for the 3D refinement for the two maps was
generated from the raw data using script setup_rmc, which is distributed
with AUTO3DEM (34, 37). The resolution was estimated where the Fou-
rier shell correlation (FSC) dropped below 0.5 (see Fig. 2).

Fitting the Fab structures into the corresponding cryo-EM density.
The difference map was calculated by scaling and subtracting the HPV
map density from the HPV16-Fab complex map of the same quality, res-
olution, and size. The Fab variable domain structural model was predicted
based on the amino acid sequence using the Rosetta Online Server that
Includes Everyone, ROSIE (http://rosie.rosettacommons.org/antibody)
(38). The ROSIE model was fitted into the Fab density in the difference
map through Chimera (39) following a classic fitting protocol (34–36).
The resulting fitted structure was then placed into the complex map, and
five Fab molecules were simultaneously refined with five L1 asymmetric
units (PDB accession no. or identifier [ID] 3J6R) (18) using Chimera and
Situs (39, 40). Contacts between the fitted structures were identified using
Chimera with the criteria for van der Waals (VDW) overlap distances set
at �0.4 and 0.0 Å. Clashes between atoms were defined by any overlap of
0.6 Å or more. For size measurement, ROSIE model was surface rendered
at 12-Å resolution and measured using Chimera.

Accession numbers. Protein structure Cryo-EM maps for the capsid
and capsid-Fab complexes have been deposited in the EM database (www
.emdatabank.org/) with accession numbers EMD-6424 (capsid-H16.U4)
and EMD-6423 (HPV16). The fitted structures of Fab (ROSIE) and PDB
ID 3J6R have been deposited in the PDB under accession no. 3JBA.

RESULTS
The Fab molecules occupy only sites related to icosahedral five-
fold symmetry. HPV16 capsids were incubated with H16.U4 an-
tibody fragments (Fab) in excess of four Fab molecules for every
360 predicted binding sites (see Materials and Methods). The re-
sulting complexes and virus particles alone were vitrified for
cryo-EM data collection. The T�7 icosahedral symmetry of the
papillomavirus capsid was readily apparent in low-dose cryo-EM
images (Fig. 1A and B). Both HPV particles and HPV-Fab com-
plexes displayed spherical shapes with highly uniform diameters
of about 60 nm and exhibited internal densities corresponding to
the internal density of packaged DNA. The three-dimensional
(3D) reconstructions of particles and complex (Fig. 1C and D)
had resolutions of 13 and 12 Å, respectively, as estimated where
the Fourier shell correlation (FSC) dropped below 0.5 (Fig. 2).
Although bound Fab was indistinct in the 2D cryo-EM micro-
graphs, in the 3D HPV16-U4 complex map, densities corre-
sponding to the density of H16.U4 Fab were clearly seen (Fig.
1D) interacting with virus around the pentavalent capsomers at
each five-fold vertex of the capsid. Thus, the diameter of the HPV-
H16.U4 Fab complex (measuring from bound Fab to Fab)
reached 614 Å compared to 590 Å for HPV16 capsids alone. The
H16.U4 Fab densities were located in the canyon formed between
two hexavalent capsomers and one pentavalent capsomer (Fig. 1E
and F), resulting in a total occupancy of 60 Fabs per capsid. The
quality of the cryo-EM maps is illustrated in the central sections

(Fig. 1G and H) where Fab variable domain density (Fig. 1H) was
quantified at about 50% the magnitude of the capsid density, sug-
gesting less than full occupancy of one Fab per asymmetric unit of
the virus capsid. Approximately one half of the Fab constant do-
main could be visualized (Fig. 1F). The magnitude of the Fab
constant domain was insufficient to be fully distinguished even at
lower contours, suggesting that less than 100% Fab occupancy

FIG 1 Cryo-EM reconstructions of HPV16 and HPV16-Fab complexes. (A
and B) Representative regions of cryo-EM micrographs of the HPV16 particle
capsids (A) and HPV16 capsids complexed with H16.U4 Fabs (B). (C and D)
The resulting 3D maps of HPV16 (C) and capsid-Fab complex (D) were radi-
ally colored according to the distance from the center of the capsid and surface
rendered at 1�. The distance from the center of the capsid (in angstroms) is
shown to the right of the color bar. Fab density decorates positions surround-
ing the five-fold vertices of the capsid (black pentagon). (E and F) The
zoomed-in views of the HPV16 alone (E) and the HPV16-U4 complex (F)
maps show the pentavalent Fab densities with the constant domain highlighted
(dark blue) according to the radially colored map. (G and H) The central
sections through the cryo-EM density maps show the quality of the reconstruc-
tions. Capsids were cut vertically through the two-, three-, and five-fold ico-
sahedral symmetry axes (black lines), with the central two-fold axis appearing
at the 12 o’clock position.

Guan et al.
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coupled with the flexibility of the hinge region combined to
weaken the constant domain density.

HPV-Fab complexes contained various amounts of pack-
aged DNA. In general, packaged virus genomes have been shown
to affect external virus capsid characteristics; specifically, the
amount of DNA within the HPV capsid has been shown to corre-
late with Fab binding (41–43). There were significant differences
in the internal density ranging among the seven classes generated
after 3D classification in RELION (33) (Fig. 3). The number of
particles assigned to each of the seven classes ranged from 205 to
1,832 particles. The 3D classes ranged in DNA content from en-

tirely empty (class 6) to mostly filled (class 3). Empty capsids (class
6) (Fig. 3D) and those capsids with the most density (classes 2 to 4)
(Fig. 3C) were processed separately. The resulting reconstructions
showed no differences in the amount of Fab binding; the magni-
tude of the Fab variable domain was similar when quantified from
the central sections (data not shown). At the current resolution,
the presence or absence of DNA inside the capsid had no observ-
able effect on the external surface features of the capsid as assessed
by binding of Fab (Fig. 3C to F).

There were differences in the capsomer surface topologies of
the virus alone compared to the HPV-Fab complex structure.
Plotting density against radius verified that relative to the HPV
capsid, the diameter of the capsid after Fab binding was not sig-
nificantly different, suggesting that the Fab did not initiate an
expansion of the HPV capsid (Fig. 4). However, a superimposition
of the virus and virus-Fab complex maps identified topological
differences that mapped to the center of the capsomers (Fig. 5A to
C). Differences between the virus and virus-Fab complex struc-
tures were illustrated in radially projected maps. At a radius of 280
Å, each capsomer exhibited a slightly fuzzy star-shaped pentamer
(Fig. 5D), whereas at the same resolution and at the same radius,
the particle-Fab complex capsomer had a sharper density demar-
cation of the star-shaped capsomer that was especially notable at
the tips of the star (BC and EF loops) (Fig. 5E). Compared to the
HPV particle map, there appeared to be loss of density from the
center of each capsomer in the Fab complex map, which is visual-
ized as a dark center of each capsomer at a radius of 298 Å (Fig. 5F
and G). To verify these differences, a difference map was calcu-
lated by subtracting capsid density from the HPV-Fab complex
map (Fig. 5H). In addition to the obvious Fab densities found
around pentavalent capsomers, difference density mapped to the
apical surfaces of each capsomer. When the capsid map density
was subtracted from the complex map (Fig. 5I), differences in
density were found in the center of each capsomer, suggesting a

FIG 2 Plot showing the Fourier shell correlation (FSC) versus spatial fre-
quency of the icosahedrally averaged reconstructions for HPV16 and HPV16-
Fab complex. The resolution of the reconstructions was assessed where the
FSC curve crossed a correlation value of 0.5.

FIG 3 Effect of packaged DNA had little influence on capsid surface features as quantified by Fab binding. (A) HPV16-Fab particles were classified into seven
different 3D classes during the reconstruction process. The number of HPV16-Fab particles in each of the seven different 3D classes is shown. (B) The
corresponding density maps are colored according to radius and illustrate the amount of DNA density (red). (C and D) The members of classes 2 to 4 with the
highest inner density were reconstructed separately to generate a map (C), whereas the particles contained within class 6 with the lowest inner density were used
to make a separate map (D). (E and F) Although DNA content is known to affect virus surface features, no discernible differences between full and empty particles
(zoomed-in views [E and F)] were seen here. The radial color code used is shown in panel E, which highlights the lower half of the Fab constant domain (blue).

HPV16-U4 Complex Map Reveals the Epitope
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depression might form within the center of each capsomer follow-
ing H16.U4 binding. One possibility for the distinct differences
between capsomer densities of the virus and complex map is a
conformational change initiated by the binding of the Fab that
could potentially stabilize the capsid and interfere with entry;
however, we cannot definitively interpret the cause of the density
differences due to the relatively low (12-Å) resolution available at
this time.

A Fab atomic model was fitted to interpret the antibody
binding site. Due to conservation of structure between antibod-
ies, it is reasonable to interpret cryo-EM structures and predict
antibody footprints using Fab models (44). The sequence of the
variable region of H16.U4 was aligned and annotated so that the
complementarity determining regions (CDRs) of both the anti-
body heavy and light chains could be assigned using the Rosetta
online server (ROSIE) (see Materials and Methods). The resulting
atomic model generated by ROSIE (38) for the H16.U4 Fab was
used for fitting and refinement experiments. This model was also
used to simulate Fab density (Fig. 6A) for subsequent measure-
ments of the dimensions of the Fab.

The correct orientation of the Fab was quantified from the
pseudoatomic structure. The atomic model for the H16.U4 Fab
variable domain was fitted into the difference map calculated by
subtracting the unbound HPV capsid density from the HPV-Fab
complex map. The fitted structure was then placed into the corre-
sponding density of the complex map, and five Fab molecules
were simultaneously refined with five L1 asymmetric units (one
asymmetric unit consists of five L1 proteins from one hexavalent
capsomer and one neighboring L1 protein from a pentavalent
capsomer) of the capsid (PDB ID 3J6R) (Fig. 7) (18). Due to pseu-
do-two-fold symmetry, the antibody heavy and light chains could
be fitted into the cryo-EM density in either of two orientations
related by a 180-degree rotation. Here we defined the two binding
modes by the position of the heavy chain relative to the light chain
(heavy chain followed by light chain) around the five-fold vertex
in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction (Fig. 7B). The Fab

variable domain structure was fitted and refined in both possible
orientations, providing two possible pseudoatomic structures of
the Fab-virus complex. The quality of the two different docking
modes was quantified to evaluate the correct binding mode (Table
2). Clockwise and counterclockwise fitted Fab molecules gener-
ated a correlation coefficient (cc) of 0.8745 and 0.8772, respec-
tively. The lack of any significant difference may be due to limita-
tions from the resolution of the reconstruction. However, an
evaluation of steric collisions in the capsid-Fab interface revealed
that the counterclockwise orientation resulted in significantly
fewer clashing atoms (calculated to be three clashes with the C-
terminal arm) compared to 25 clashes with the neighboring L1
capsomer atoms for the clockwise binding mode (Table 2). Using
the pseudoatomic models, residues in the interface between virus
particle and Fab were identified on the basis of distance and ge-
ometry (Fig. 8C).

Two capsomers, termed capsomers a and b, participated in the
binding of each H16.U4 Fab (inset in Fig. 8A). The Fab footprint
mapped to the L1 C-terminal arm of capsomer a and to the side-
wall of capsomer b (Fig. 8B). Three C-terminal arms delineate the
space where each H16.U4 bound. Two arms (arms labeled 1 and 2
in Fig. 8A) were located between hexavalent and pentavalent cap-
somers, whereas the third C-terminal arm (arm labeled 3 in Fig.
8A) joined two hexavalent capsomers (Fig. 8A). Four residues
involved in the H16.U4 epitope are predicted to interact with the
heavy chain (Fig. 8). Residues 428.CYS, 429.GLN, and 430.LYS are
located on the C-terminal arm from donor capsomer a, and resi-
due 211.THR maps to the L1 protein of the recipient capsomer b
(Fig. 8C).

Fab molecule dimensions and the distances between cap-
somers define the H16.U4 binding site around the pentavalent
capsomers. The size of the H16.U4 Fab molecule measured 55.0 Å
by 42.5 Å at the broadest portion of the Fab variable domain, with
the molecule positioned relative to the binding surface (Fig. 6A)
with the CDR loops facing the capsid. Capsomer spacing thus
must accommodate this span to allow the Fab CDRs to engage the
epitope on the C-terminal arm located between capsomers. The
shortest distance between capsomers was found at a radius of 272
Å, at which the largest areas defined by bordering capsomers could
be empirically determined (Fig. 6B). Due to icosahedral symme-
try, there are two potential areas of binding between capsomers:
one area is framed by three hexavalent capsomers (type I); the
second space is formed by one pentavalent capsomer and two
hexavalent capsomers (type II) (Fig. 6B). Type I sites have an area
of 746.3 Å2, which is significantly smaller than the type II area of
1,522.3 Å2 because the distances connecting the capsomers for
type I were �40% shorter than the type II distances. When com-
paring the size of H16.U4 (Fig. 6A) Fab, only the type II space is
readily accessible for H16.U4 Fab binding.

DISCUSSION

The conformational epitope of the H16.U4 antibody is signifi-
cantly different from those of other surface loop targeting anti-
bodies, such as H16.V5 and H16.1A (23). On the basis of previous
immunological studies, the binding site of the H16.U4 antibody
was predicted to be located in the L1 C-terminal arm between
positions 427 and 445 and was thought to be accessible at the cleft
in the canyon between neighboring capsomers (21). Subsequent
structural studies have refined the C-terminal arm arrangement in
HPV capsids (Fig. 8A) (9, 17, 18). Of the two types of available

FIG 4 Cryo-EM map density plotted by radii. From the center of each map for
HPV16 (black) and HPV16-Fab complex (red), density is plotted to show that
although bound Fab extends the radius of the map slightly, there is no expan-
sion of the capsid induced by Fab binding.
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binding spaces (defined as type I and II in Results) for H16.U4
(Fig. 6), only the larger type II site could accommodate H16.U4
binding. To reach the binding sites on the C-terminal arm, the
entire variable domain has to dock into the canyon (Fig. 7A) with
a binding angle of 71° measured between the pseudo-two-fold
symmetry axis of the Fab variable domain and the pseudoicosa-
hedral five-fold symmetry axis of the hexavalent capsomer to
which Fab is bound (capsomer b in Fig. 8A). One explanation for
the constrained binding of the H16.U4 Fab to the five-fold vertices
of the capsid is steric allowances and size restrictions of the avail-
able epitope surface area between capsomers. It is conceivable that
the conformation of the five-fold epitope is slightly different due
to the quasiequivalence of the T�7 icosahedral capsid.

Although the type II space is large enough to allow binding of
the H16.U4 Fab, it appears to be a snug fit. Any conformational
changes to the capsid that decrease the type II regional space
would likely abrogate H16.U4 binding. Thus, the accessibility of
H16.U4 Fab binding will be sensitive to conformational variations

and potential changes that are the result of the maturation of the
capsid, which may therefore explain U4 binding properties. The
monoclonal antibody of H16.U4 was generated against HPV16 L1
only virus-like particles (VLPs) and showed weaker affinity (10 to
20%) to pseudovirus (PsV) particles (22, 26). Furthermore, MAb
H16.U4 has the ability to neutralize PsV in vitro, but not authentic
HPV16 (generated in xenografts implanted in severe combined
immunodeficiency mice) (23). We have noted, however, that high
concentrations of H16.U4 antibody are needed to neutralize suc-
cessfully HPV16 PsV (19). Collectively, these results suggest that
there may be conformational differences between VLP, pseu-
dotype, and authentic HPV16 capsids that map to the U4 binding
site. Differences have not been identified between HPV capsid
types (VLP, pseudovirus, quasivirus, and authentic virus) when
using H16.V5, H16.1A, and other antibodies that target the sur-
face loops mapping to the capsomers (7–10, 22). This disparity
suggests that the capsomer structure itself is conserved, and it is
the packing of capsomers mediated by the structure of the C-ter-

FIG 5 The superimposition and difference maps illustrate significant density disparities between HPV16 particles and HPV16-Fab complexes. (A to C) The HPV
map (A) and the HPV16-Fab complex map (B) are superimposed (C) to illustrate the differences between the capsomer densities. Both the hexavalent and
pentavalent capsomers have more-filled centers in the HPV map than in the HPV-complex map. (D and E) The density differences between capsomers are also
apparent in the radial projections at a radius of 280 Å that show fuzzy star-shaped capsomers in the HPV map alone (D) compared to the HPV-complex map in
which the densities are clearer (E). (F and G) When rendered at a radius of 298 Å, the lack of density in the centers of the capsomers in the complex map (G) is
seen as a dark center that is significantly different from the presence of density in the HPV16 map (F) (light centers). (H) Difference density calculated from
subtracting the HPV16 map from the HPV16-Fab complex map shows clear Fab densities surrounding the pentavalent capsomer. In addition, there are density
differences in the apical loop region of each capsomer. (I) The difference density obtained from subtracting the HPV16-Fab complex map from the HPV16 map,
or negative difference density, maps to the center of each capsomer, suggesting that binding of Fab causes a conformational change.
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minal arm that confers differences in the intercapsomeric canyon.
Specifically, that the packing of capsomers among capsid types
may differ is supported by our recent characterization of indistin-
guishable capsomers between three different capsid diameters of
quasivirus in a high-resolution data set (data not shown). The
epitope of H16.U4 determined here implies that the L1 VLP has
the largest type II regional space among the three particles,
whereas authentic HPV16 virions have the smallest. Pseudo- and
quasi-HPV16 likely have an intermediate type II steric space al-
lowing for H16.U4 binding; a difference perhaps conferred by the
packaged DNA. Nevertheless, the steric requirements of H16.U4
binding and differences between capsid types may allow H16.U4
to be used as a unique tracker molecule to differentiate capsids
with minor structural differences.

The H16.U4 Fab constant domain density was weak compared
to that of the variable domain (Fig. 1F), which is likely attributable
to a combination of factors, including the incomplete occupation
of Fab, the inherent flexibility of the H16.U4 Fab molecule, and
the low resolution of the reconstruction. The Fab density was
quantified at about half the magnitude of that of the capsid, indi-
cating that only about half the potential 60 binding sites are occu-
pied by Fab. This low occupancy is likely due to low affinity (25),
since the Fab was incubated with capsids in great excess. Fab has
two regions of flexibility that allow binding to sites with variable
distances (45, 46); the joint between the variable domain-constant
domain junction, also called the “elbow,” and a flexible stretch of
polypeptide chain which connects two Fabs and the Fc portion,
called the “hinge.” This combination of factors resulted in the lack
of full Fab density in the complex map after the reconstruction
process.

FIG 6 Measurements of steric allowance provided by topology of the HPV16
capsid. (A) The Fab molecule variable domain (heavy and light chains shown
in blue and orange, respectively) was surface rendered at 12-Å resolution and
measured through the broadest plane, which was selected empirically when
positioned parallel to the contact surface with the HPV16 capsid. (B) On the
HPV16 capsid surface (green mesh), the two different potential binding areas
between capsomers (red wire) (PDB ID 3J6R) (18) that expose the H16.U4
epitope were defined as area I, bordered by three hexavalent capsomers (black
hexagons), and area II that is surrounded by two hexavalent capsomers (black
hexagons) and one pentavalent capsomer (black pentagon).

FIG 7 The H16.U4 Fab variable domain fitted into the cryo-EM density. The H16.U4 Fab variable domain with heavy chain (blue) and light chain (orange) is
shown fitted with the L1 structural model (red) (PDB ID 3J6R) (18) into the complex map. The unfilled Fab density corresponds to a portion of the constant
domain. (A) The zoomed-in image illustrates the interaction between H16.U4 Fab and the C-terminal arm residues C428 to C445 (dark gray). (B) Hexavalent
and pentavalent capsomers were indicated to show the directionality of the fitted Fab with the heavy chain following the light chain in a counterclockwise fashion.

TABLE 2 Statistics for fitting Fab structures into the corresponding
cryo-EM densitya

HPV16-U4 fitting mode
Correlation
coefficient

No. of
clashes

Heavy chain counterclockwise 0.8772 3
Heavy chain clockwise 0.8745 25
a Statistics for fitting Fab structures into the corresponding cryo-EM density are
reported for both fitting modes according to the correlation coefficient and number of
clashes between atoms within the fitted virus structure.
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The correct orientation along the pseudodyad axis for the fitted
Fab was identified according to steric interference between fitted
molecules (Table 2). Thus, the best binding mode was with the
heavy chain arranged counterclockwise relative to the light chain
around the five-fold symmetry axis of the capsid (Fig. 7). There are

two modes of interaction for the intercapsomeric C-terminal arms
located at each icosahedral five-fold vertex (Fig. 8A). The penta-
valent capsomer donates a C-terminal arm to each of five neigh-
bors and receives five arms from every recipient. Thus, there are
five pairs of closely associated arms around the pentavalent cap-
somer (Fig. 8A, inset). The five hexavalent capsomers that sur-
round the pentavalent capsomer each provide one C-terminal
arm to a hexavalent neighbor, forming a counterclockwise circle
of solitary single arms around the five-fold symmetry axis (Fig. 8A,
inset). Only these single arms have the conformation and are suf-
ficiently separated in topological space to allow the H16.U4
epitope to be engaged.

The epitope analysis of the C-terminal arm corroborated our
previous mutational and immunological studies in which the
H16.U4 binding site was located near L1 residue 430 and between
residues 427 and 445 (21). Included within the epitope is residue
428.CYS that participates in the formation of an intercapsomeric
disulfide bond (19, 47, 48), although there is no indication that the
disulfide bond was affected by Fab binding in this study. The in-
teraction of one Fab with two capsomers may have allowed the
H16.U4 Fab to bind and pull neighboring hexavalent capsomers
together, which may have changed the capsid structure. A depres-
sion at the center on each capsomer is present in the HPV-Fab
complex map (Fig. 4), suggesting that the H16.U4 binding may
alter the surface loop arrangements and induce a central confor-
mational change. However, such a conformational change cannot
be confirmed at the current resolution and requires further study
for verification.

The epitope of H16.U4 Fab on the intercapsomeric C-terminal
arm may overlap with receptor binding sites. It has been reported
that preincubation with H16.U4 MAbs prevented subsequent
HPV16 binding to the cell surface (25). Virus initially binds hepa-
ran sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG) (49–53), and the HSPG binding
sites include residues on the C-terminal arm (442.LYS and
443.LYS) and BC loop (54.LYS, 57.ASN, and 59.LYS) near the
intercapsomeric canyon (54). Our results indicated that H16.U4
may neutralize HPV16 by sterically blocking HSPG receptor bind-
ing, which also presupposes that HSPG may bind preferentially
around the five-fold vertex. Collectively, these results suggest that
there may be functional differences between hexavalent and pen-
tavalent environments. We believe that higher-resolution maps of
HPV16 and virus-Fab complexes based on innovative cryo-EM
technology will reveal more features of the capsids, and we are
currently working on this in our lab.

The unique binding mode of H16.U4 defined here shows im-
portant conformation-dependent interactions with the HPV16
capsid. Based on the established differences in affinity and neu-
tralization, H16.U4 has the ability to discriminate between the
capsid types of VLP, pseudo- or quasicapsids, and authentic virus.
Our study also suggested that compared with the likely conserved
structure of the capsomer, the structure of the C-terminal arm
varies among capsids. We have established here that the C-termi-
nal arm structure does vary within the same capsid as shown by
H16.U4 preferential binding. By targeting an important structural
and conformational epitope, H16.U4 can label subtle conforma-
tional changes in different maturation stages of the HPV capsid
and provide a key probe to analyze the mechanisms of HPV up-
take during the early stages of virus infection.

FIG 8 The H16.U4 epitope. The L1 pseudoatomic structure (red) (PDB ID
3J6R) (18) is fitted into a section of the HPV16 capsid to show the five-fold
vertex and the orientations of the C-terminal arms (cyan) that connect cap-
somers. The inset shows the two hexavalent capsomers (labeled a and b) and
one pentavalent capsomer (labeled c) that surround the H16.U4 epitope. Be-
tween the capsomers (red pentagons), the direction of the arrows (cyan) indi-
cates the C-terminal arm donor and receiver capsomers as described in the
text. (B) The fitted Fab variable domain heavy chains (blue) and light chains
(orange) are shown to identify the locations of the contacts between Fab and L1
including positions 428, 429, and 430 (yellow) located on the C-terminal arm
(cyan) of the capsomer (capsomer a) and position 211 (yellow) on the shoul-
der of the capsomer (capsomer b). (C) The residues comprising the epitope are
listed in the table, along with predicted binding partners.
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